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Abstract: Identification of individuals via palmprint based biometric system is becoming very popular due to
its reliability  and  high  performance  as  it is enriched with several unique and stable features. In this article,
we present a novel, convex hull oriented feature based machine learning approach for palmprint recognition.
For robust recognition, we proceed as follows: Firstly, for noisy data, a pixelwise Niblack’s binarization method
is adopted, which adds to the efficiency of the latter stages. Secondly, endpoints are determined for all the lines
detected which are then used in the construction of a convex hull. The quantitative, structural  and  geometrical
features of the constructed convex hull are  then  used  to  build  the palmprint model.  For   the  model  creation,
we use Naïve Bayesian approach based on the independent feature model. The experimental results show that
the approach outperforms other approaches.
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INTRODUCTION Palm lines, comprising both principal lines and

Biometrics  is  used  to recognize or  verify  humans discriminate between different palmprints. Therefore, palm
on the basis of their physical or behavioral characteristics lines are atoned as one of the most significant features in
[1]. For the security of access controls several features automated palmprint recognition.
such as face, iris, fingerprint, hand geometry, palmprint
and signature have been suggested. Most of the research Related Works: In [4], Patprapa used an average filter
in biometrics has been focused on fingerprint and face. and magnitude gradient to extract principal lines.
However, due to factors such as aging, facial expression Morphological  operators  are then applied to smooth the
and  the  environment  in  which  images are captured
makes  face  based personal  identification  less  reliable
[2].  Fingerprint-based   identification  has  been
effectively  used  in   various  applications. Nevertheless,
those   of elderly   people   and  manual  labors  are
greatly worn down resulting in unclear images [3].
Palmprint contains a variety of discriminative features
such  as  texture,  appearance,  geometric features,
principal lines, wrinkles, minutiae  and  delta points.
Among these, lines are considered as the most stable
features and offers high accuracy in palmprint
verification/identification. Fig 1: Line features in palmprint

wrinkles as illustrated in Figure 1 plays a vital role to
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contours and fill small holes. However, this method failed forms a feature set or vector which will subsequently be
to achieve high accuracy. Wong [5] employs Sobel masks used in the creation of our palmprint model. Experiments
of  two  sizes  (3x3  and  5x5)  to extract principal lines and are performed to evaluate the performance of our
used Hamming distance as a classifier. Akinbile [6] also proposed using classifiers from the machine learning
employ Sobel masks and morphological operators to family. And the experimental results obtained show the
extract principal lines. Distances from endpoints to viability  and  effectiveness   of the proposed approach
endpoints and point of intersection to endpoints are and adds to the discriminating power of our palmprint
calculated and transform into frequency domain using recognition approach.
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Zhu [7] propose
another  algorithm which use Canny edge detector, locally Feature Extraction
self-adaptive threshold binarization and morphological Preprocessing: The image preprocessing is an essential
operators to extract principal lines. The feature vector is step in palmprint recognition (or pattern recognition)
compared using fuzzy logic. X. Wu [8] used directional systems to reduce the influence of noise and illumination.
line detectors at different orientation to extract principal To blur the image, median filter with a mask of size 4x4 is
lines from palmprint images and used chain code for their applied to preserve the edge details. Median filter [17] is
representation.In [9], Huang propose modified finite radon used since it causes less blurring then linear smoothing
transform and dynamic thresholding to extract wrinkles filter and is also more robust to noise. Morphological
and principal lines. In the matching phase, similarity opening operation is applied  on  the smoothed grayscale
between two palmprint is computed using pixel-to-area image A (x, y)  with  structuring  element B to further
based algorithm.In [10], X. Wu used a different set of line remove very small light details but the details of the line
detectors to extract principal lines from low resolution features remain undisturbed.
images. The palmprints are classified into six categories
depending on the number of principal lines and Palm lines Extraction: Most of the approaches in the
intersection points. literature employed edge detection, line detectors and

Proposed Approach: In this article, we propose a proposed local thresholding method Niblack [11,16] to
palmprint biometric system which managed not only to extract palm lines including principal lines and wrinkles.
achieve the desired accuracy but at the same time show Niblack is a pixelwise thresholding technique which
computational efficiency. The flow diagram as illustrated computes the threshold value of a pixel using the local
in Figure 2 summarizes the main steps involved in our mean and standard deviation of the pixels within a
palmprint recognition approach. The input palmprint rectangular window [12]. We selected the size of the
images are preprocessed with median filter and rectangular  window  such  that  it  is  neither  too small
morphological operations. For the extraction of line nor  too  large  to  reduce   noise   in  the palmprint images
features from the smoothed palmprints, we employed while   edge    details   of   the  palm   lines   are   restored.
Niblack   binarization   method.   Then  from  the endpoints
of  the    palm    lines,    convex   hull   is   constructed.
The constructed convex hull incorporated with several
attributes such as quantitative, structural and geometrical,

Fig 2: Block diagram of the proposed approach Fig 3: Endpoints extracted from the thinned lines

gradient magnitude to extract these lines. However, we
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Fig 4: Convex hull created from endpoints of lines

Also  morphological  closing  operation was applied
to smooth the contours and reconnect the close
structures by filling the  holes. The detected palm lines are
then represented in a single pixel thickness using another
morphological operator called thinning. Once thinning is
applied endpoints of all the palm lines are detected.

Convex Hull From Palm Lines: The endpoints detected
from the lines of the palmprint images represent a set of
scattered data points. Then, the convex hull for each
palmprint can be constructed by connecting the
coordinates of the neighboring endpoints using the
algorithm in [13]. Thus, the vertices of the convex hull
represent the coordinates of the endpoints and edges
represent the line segments connecting two endpoints.
Each palmprint represented by its unique convex hull as
given in Figure 4.

Feature Extraction: The convex hull is associated with a
number of features including quantitative, structural and
geometric. The quantitative features include number of
edges of convex hull and endpoints of extracted palm
lines. Similarly, structural features comprise of some
important shape descriptors such as rectangularity, form
factor, solidity, elongation, orientation, centroid, length of
major and minor axis. In addition to this, the first four
moments will be  used  to characterize convex hull since
the remaining moments have negligible effect in boosting
the performance.

The geometric features comprise of area, perimeter,
length and angle extracted from the convex hull.

Table 1: Relative length features

Length: In a coordinate geometry, we make use of the
endpoints to describe a line segment. The information at
the vertices of a convex hull corresponds to the
coordinates of the endpoints detected for each of the
palm line and an edge is a link connecting these
endpoints..Let (l , l … l ) be the edges of a convex hull and1 2 i

(x , y ) represent the coordinates of the respectivei i

endpoints. Then, the length of each edge of the convex
can be determined using the distance formula defined as

Scale invariant property of the proposed approach
can be achieved by considering the relative length
[14].The relative length G  of the ith edge of the convexi

hull is defined as a ratio of its length (Gli) to the length of
the edge with greatest value (Glmax). The relative lengths
computed are normalized and then assorted to five
different classes and a range is specified for each class at
an interval of 0.2 as shown in Table 1.

Angle: Angle can play a significant role to successfully
discriminate among the convex hull of such palmprint
images that may have similar line structure. Given a
convex hull, the orientation of each of its edge with
horizontal axis can be computed using the angle of
inclination defined as

Since the edges of convex hull make angle along
x-axis, its value will always be between 0° and 180°. These
values are categorized into six different classes with an
interval of 30° as given in Table 2.

Experimental Setup: The experiments are conducted on
the  publicly  available  2D Palmprint ROI database [15].
we set up datasets with varying sizes as DS1, DS2, DS3
and DS4. The dataset DS1 comprise of 240 images among
which 200 are used for training and the remaining 40 as
test dataset. Similarly DS2 contains 300 images where 250
to train the classifier and 50 for testing. Further, DS3
contains 360 images (300 for training and 60 for testing)
whereas DS4 contains all the 420 images among which 350
are kept for training and 70 for testing.

Performance Evaluation: The performance of the
proposed work is evaluated using various machine
learning    algorithms.    We   choose   Naïve   Bayes  and
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Multilayer Perceptron. The comparison is made on the This is due to the number of incorrectly classified images
basis of computing the accuracy which describes the
percentage of the images that can be classified correctly
by the system.

Table 3 shows the classification accuracy computed
for various algorithms. The outcome of the experiments
shows that the proposed approach achieved best
performance with the naïve Bayes classifier by obtaining
100% accuracy on DS1. We followed the incremental
model by gradually increasing the number of testing and
training images as in the state of the art. As we gradually
increased the number of samples (Table 3), a consistency
is observed in the classification by the Naïve Bayesian
model: just one sample was misclassified in DS2 and DS3.
Thus, naïve Bayes achieved an overall accuracy of 97.14
% on the final DS4.

In the second set of experiments, we use the MLP
classifier. It can be seen from table 3, that on DS1
distributions MLP performed better as it achieved an
accuracy of 95%.Although, the naïve Bayesian being
more accurate than MLP, having 38images (corresponding
to 95%) classified correctly by multilayer perceptron as
opposed to 40 (100%) by the naïve Bayesian. However,
with an increase in the number of images, a sudden
decrease in the accuracy of the MLP is seen. It classified
only 42 images correctly (i.e. just 85% accuracy) when run
on DS3. On the DS4,  the  performance  drops  to  88.57%.

Table 2: Angular features

Table 3: Classification Accuracy

which are 8 out of 70. Although on DS2, an improvement
in the performance of MLP is observed as it managed to
achieve 90% accuracy.

CONCLUSION

For the  palmprint  recognition  approach,  the
convex hull created using the endpoints of lines is
associated  with  a  set  of  features  including
quantitative,   structural    and    geometrical    features.
We  evaluated  the  performance  of  the proposed
palmprint  recognition  approach  on  different  sized
datasets   using   classifiers;   the   naïve  Bayes  and
MLP.  The  MLP  performed  well  on  small  datasets.
From the experimental results, we advocate the usage of
the Naïve Bayesian approach for the task of palmprint
recognition.
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